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Abstract—Cognitive systems are dynamical systems that adapt
their behavior to achieve sophisticated outcomes in nonstationary
environments. This paper considers two cognitive aspects regarding the problem of distributed caching with limited capacity in a
content distribution network that serves YouTube users with multiple edge servers: first, the theory of revealed preference from
microeconomics is used to estimate human utility maximization
behavior. In particular, a nonparametric learning algorithm is
provided to estimate the request probability of YouTube videos
from past user behavior. Second, using these estimated request
probabilities, the adaptive caching problem is formulated as a noncooperative repeated game in which servers autonomously decide,
which videos to cache. The utility function tradesoff the placement cost for caching videos locally with the latency cost associated
with delivering the video to the users from a neighboring server.
The game is nonstationary as the preferences of users in each
region evolve over time. We then propose an adaptive popularitybased video caching algorithm that has two timescales: The slow
timescale corresponds to learning user preferences, whereas the
fast timescale is a regret-matching algorithm that provides individual servers with caching prescriptions. It is shown that, if all
servers follow simple regret minimization for caching, their global
behavior is sophisticated—the network achieves a correlated equilibrium, which means that servers can coordinate their caching
strategies in a distributed fashion as if there exists a centralized
coordinating device that they all trust to follow. In the numerical
examples, we use real data from YouTube to illustrate the results.
Index Terms—YouTube social network, adaptive caching,
Afriat’s theorem, revealed preferences, non-cooperative games,
correlated equilibrium, stochastic approximation algorithm.
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yi
Di

Users response to p observed in noise at server i.
Dataset of probe signals and user responses collected
at server i.
Diobs Dataset of probe signals and user responses observed
in noise at server i.
u i (·) Utility function of users at server i.
User demand vector computed at server i.
xio
Request probability vector computed at server i.
µio
I
Set of servers.
V
Set of video blocks to be cached.
Set of caching decisions of server i.
Ai
sj
Size of the j-th block of video.
Storage capacity of server i.
Ni
D
Distance matrix for the CDN topology.
Caching decision of server i.
ai
Caching profile of all server excluding server i.
a−i
C i (·) Cost function of server i.
Aggregate rate of video requests at server i.
νi
Q
Set of correlated equilibria.
Regret matrix of sever i.
Ri
ε
Adaptation rate of adaptive caching algorithm.
Caching strategy of sever i.
ψi
z
Global caching behavior.
I. I NTRODUCTION

A

DAPTIVE caching of YouTube videos provides for an
interesting example of cognitive processing in telecommunication networks. On the one hand, human behavior that
determines the popularity of specific videos need to be modeled in order to determine what to cache. On the other hand,
distributed caching algorithms must exploit this human-centric
information and adapt to changes in popularity of videos. This
paper deals with both these aspects using two powerful tools
from microeconomics theory: revealed preferences and gametheoretic learning. Before proceeding with details on these
methodologies, we first describe the adaptive caching problem
in a YouTube content distribution network (CDN).
YouTube is a web-based service that provides video sharing
via the Internet. Users can upload their own videos and make
them available to the public. Viewers can search for videos
and watch them on their computers or mobile devices. The
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Fig. 1. Given a set of videos, how to select the subset to be stored on each
edge server in the content distribution network so as to establish a proper balance between local placement costs of servers and the latency in delivering
videos to the users in the YouTube social network? The content distribution network allows files, illustrated by !, to be transferred between the edge servers,
depicted with circles filled with !.

YouTube social network is composed of users, a communication infrastructure which contains the server that stores all
YouTube videos, and a series of edge servers in a CDN, which
deliver the videos to users. The network topology is depicted in
Fig. 1. Four steps are involved in delivering a requested video:
First, a message is sent to the YouTube web server. Then, a redirect message is sent to the client which then relays this message
to the CDN. Once the CDN receives the redirect message, it
transfers the video to the client via an edge server.
The CDN contains several edge servers which cache content
that may be requested by clients. Akamai1 is an example of
CDNs deployed by YouTube that contains over 135,000 servers
in more then 2000 locations throughout the globe. If an edge
server does not contain the requested video file in its cache, it
will fetch and cache the file for delivery. The edge server can
either retrieve the video from other edge servers in the CDN
or directly from the YouTube server taking into account several
factors such as latency, router speed, bandwidth between severs,
and servers workload. Caching of videos on select edge servers
has proven to enhance the performance—in terms of latency in
delivering content—availability, and reliability of CDNs.
A. Main Ideas
This paper combines the tools of revealed preferences [1]–
[3] and regret-matching game-theoretic learning [4]–[6], both
from the economics literature, to devise and analyze an adaptive
popularity-based video caching algorithm that prescribes edge
servers in a CDN which videos to cache based on the request
behavior of users. The proposed solution customizes the prescriptions to individual edge servers based on the preferences
of users in its locale, and is adaptive in that the prescriptions
are adapted to evolution of users preferences over time. It is a
two timescale algorithm, each addressing a cognitive aspect as
described below:
1) Slow Timescale: Learning Video Request Probabilities
Using Revealed Preferences: The slow timescale corresponds
to learning user preferences which can be used to estimate video
1 http://www.akamai.com/

request probabilities. As found in [7], [8], user preferences typically change on a slow timescale spanning several months,
however changes in usage occur rapidly. This suggests that the
request probabilities depends not only on the preferences of
users but also on the quality of the YouTube videos. In Sec. II,
the principle of revealed preferences [1], [9], [10] arising in
microeconomics is applied for the first time to test if YouTube
users are utility maximizers in their response to posted videos.
Subsequently, their associated utility functions are constructed
using the observed user behavior, using which a non-parametric
learning algorithm is proposed to forecast the request probabilities of videos in Sec. III. The proposed scheme differs from
existing works in the literature, which mostly use request statistics to detect for popular videos, in that it takes into account the
videos’ metadata (e.g., subscriber, thumbnail, author, etc.) and
user responses to them to forecast request probabilities. In the
numerical evaluations in Sec. VI, real data from YouTube is
used to illustrate the results.
2) Fast Timescale: Regret-based Adaptive Video Caching:
The fast timescale is an adaptive game-theoretic caching algorithm that relies on the regret-matching learning procedure [4],
[11] in the economics literature. It exploits the human-centric
information from the slow timescale to prescribe individual
servers which videos to cache in a decentralized way, and
adapts these prescriptions to popularities of videos by minimizing the experienced regrets based on a local cost function. This
cost function trades-off the placement costs, associated with
caching videos locally, with the access costs (latency) incurred
by retrieving requested videos from neighboring edge servers
or the YouTube main server. If a video is cached on a server
nearby the server that has received the request, it may be better off accessing the remote replica. On the other hand, if all
replicas are located far away, the server is better off caching the
video itself. The interdependence of servers’ caching decisions
and their selfish behavior are the key features that characterizes
our study as a non-cooperative game in Sec. IV. As the user
preferences change over time, so does the servers’ cost functions; therefore, we practically deal with a regime switching
non-cooperative game [12].
We show in Sec. V that, if all servers follow the proposed
algorithm independently, their collective caching behavior
across the CDN will asymptotically reach the set of correlated
equilibrium [13] and track its evolution as the user preferences
change over time. Correlated equilibrium is a generalization
of Nash equilibrium and describes a condition of competitive
optimality. It is, however, more realistic in multi-agent learning
scenarios since observation of the past history of decisions (or
their associated outcomes) naturally correlates agents’ future
decisions. As described in the seminal work of Aumann [13],
coordination among agents in correlated equilibrium can potentially lead to their higher social welfare than making decision
independently as in Nash equilibrium. Reaching a correlated
equilibrium implies the capability of servers to coordinate in a
distributed fashion as if there exists a centralized coordinating
device that they all trust to follow. We thus show that simple
local caching behavior of servers and exchange of information
among them can lead to the manifestation of a sophisticated and
rational behavior at the network level.
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B. Literature
How do large CDNs such as Akamai cache content in their
network? An interesting feature of Akamai is that it does not
perform any caching of content that has not been requested–
this is known as the pull model. As requests for content are
made, the network controller stores the statistics of the requests.
Popular content is cached by the servers, and unpopular content is evicted to free space for high popularity content. In the
caching scheme proposed in this paper, the request probability
of content is predicted based on the preferences of users. This
allows the content to be pre-fetched to the servers prior to the
observation of the request statistics from users.
There has been considerable research in placement of replicas in CDNs and peer-to-peer systems; see [14] for a comprehensive survey. In [15], [16], the optimal object replication
problem is shown to be NP-hard; therefore, they propose and
compare four heuristics, namely, random, popularity, local
greedy, and global greedy. Similar policies are proposed in [17],
[18]. In [19], [20], joint optimization of surrogate placement,
object replication, and request routing has been considered;
however, they do not provide any heuristics to approximate
the solution. Simulated annealing scheme have also been proposed in [21]. The interested reader is also referred to [22], [23]
for recent comprehensive surveys of in-network caching mechanisms in information-centric networking. These mechanisms
range from cache-everything-everywhere [24] and probabilistic schemes [25], [26] to more sophisticated intra-domain
and inter-domain cache cooperation [27]–[29], centrality-based
caching [30], heterogeneous storage size [30], and distributed
cache management [31].
The recent past has witnessed a growing interest in employing game-theoretic methods for designing self-configurable
adaptive networks [32]–[34]. There are only few works in
the literature (e.g., [35], [36]) that, taking into account the
local costs associated with replicating contents, consider selfish behavior of servers and propose non-cooperative gametheoretic caching mechanisms. All these works, however, consider Nash equilibrium as the solution concept for the formulated game, which makes the unrealistic assumption of independence among caching strategies of servers. In contrast, this
paper considers the more realistic concept of game-theoretic
equilibrium in adaptive learning, namely, correlated equilibrium [13], that captures the correlation amongst servers’ learned
caching strategies.

II. R EVEALED P REFERENCES ON THE YOU T UBE S OCIAL
N ETWORK
In this section we introduce how the revealed preferences
can be used to estimate the request probability of videos
based on observing the behavior of YouTube users. The estimated request probability will then be used as a measure of
popularity of videos in Sec. V to devise an adaptive popularitybased caching algorithm that provides caching prescriptions to
individual servers.
The request probability of a video is dependent on users
behavior which can be modeled using utility functions. For each
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user, the utility function represents the amount of satisfaction
he/she receives from watching a video. It is in the self interest of
rational users to attempt to maximize their respective utilities.
A major contribution of this paper is the use of revealed preferences to detect if YouTube users are utility maximizers in their
response to metadata, e.g., subscribers, thumbnail, author. The
test is non-parametric—that is, explicit knowledge of the users’
utility function is not required. To test for utility maximizing
behavior, one must observe the response of users xid ∈ R J on
each edge server i to a probe signal pd ∈ R J over a series of
observation periods d ∈ {1, . . . , T } with J denoting the number of video categories considered for analysis. The content
users upload to YouTube is classified into 15 categories which
include: “Music”,“Entertainment”, and “People and Blogs”.
Additionally, the users define meta-level data including the title,
description, author, and thumbnail. There are several ways for
a user to respond to a video on YouTube including viewing
the video, posting a comment to the video, rating the video,
and subscribing to the user who posted the video. Denoting
pd ∈ R J as the meta-level data for videos in the observation
period d, and xid ∈ R J as the associated response from users to
pd on server i in the YouTube social network, one of the key
questions considered is: Given a series of data Di = {(pd , xid ) :
d ∈ {1, 2, . . . , T }}, is it possible to detect if the users are utility
maximizers? To satisfy the utility maximization, the data must
have originated from:
!
"
xid (pd ) ∈ arg max u i (x)
(1)
p′d x≤Bdi

with u i (x) a non-satiated utility function, and Bdi the response
constraint for users served by server i. Non-satiation means that
an increase in any element of response x results in the utility function increasing. The non-satiated assumption rules out
trivial cases such as a constant utility function which can be
optimized by any response. As shown by Diewert in [1], without local non-satiation, the problem (1) may have no solution.
In (1), the budget constraint p′d x ≤ Bdi denotes the total viewing time available to users connected to server i for selecting
the response xid to the probe pd . A detailed discussion of pd ,
xid , and Bdi is provided in Sec. VI-A.
If the response of users satisfies utility maximization (1),
then the preferences of the users can be represented by a utility
function. The non-parametric feasibility test and statistical test
presented in Sec. III can detect if Di originated from a utility
maximization process, and can be used to construct the associated utility function of the users. Given the constructed utility
function, a non-parametric learning algorithm is used to estimate the request probability vector µid = [µid (1), . . . , µid (J )]
for edge server i associated with videos on YouTube. The
request probability represents the estimated demand for a video
based on the preferences of users and the quality (i.e. meta-data)
of the videos.
Remark 2.1: In application, the request probability (4) provides a prediction of the estimated request for new videos. If
the request statistics of a video in the network has already been
identified as popular (see [37]–[39] for details), then a weighting scheme can be employed to select how much of the cache
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should be dedicated to popular content, and the content preferred by users served by the server. We do not consider the
application of such a weighting scheme in this paper.
As an example, let us consider computing the request probability for users with a Cobb-Douglas utility function
#J
$
%
α i ( j) ln x( j) ,
(2)
u i (x) =
j=1

where α i ( j) represents the preference of users connected to
server i to request video j. For a user with utility function
(2), and viewing budget Bdi on day d, the user request xid is
computed by substituting (2) into (1) and is given by:
xdi ( j) = α i ( j)

Bdi
,
pd ( j)

∀d ∈ {1, 2, . . . , T }.

(3)

It is a formidable task to estimate the popularity of a video.
Therefore, we compute the request probability of a video,
which does not require the viewing budget Bdi to be known.
The request probability µid ( j) on day d for videos in category
j is computed as the ratio of requests for videos in category j
over all the video requests of the user. The request probabilities
associated with (3) are then given by
(−1
&
'
x i ( j)
µid ( j) = 1 + 1≤k≤J di
k̸= j

xd (k)

(−1
&
'
α i (k) pd ( j)
= 1 + 1≤k≤J αi ( j) p (k)
.
k̸= j

d

(4)

Note that the utility function (2) and the associated request
function (3) are only introduced as examples. The nonparametric feasibility and detection test for utility maximization, and the non-parametric learning algorithm for request
probabilities do not require the utility function of the users to
be defined.
III. R EQUEST P ROBABILITY F ROM R EVEALED
P REFERENCES
In this section we provide a non-parametric feasibility and
statistical test to detect utility maximizing behavior among a
group of users served by the same edge server in the YouTube
social network. A non-parametric learning algorithm is then
provided for utility maximizing users which computes the
request probabilities for YouTube videos. The request probabilities are then fed into the game-theoretic adaptive caching
algorithm in Sec. V to optimally cache videos on edge servers
based on their users behavior.
A. Feasibility Test for Utility Maximization
Here, a non-parametric feasibility test is provided to detect if
a dataset Di satisfies utility maximization (1). The celebrated
“Afriat’s theorem,” summarized below provides a necessary
and sufficient condition for a finite dataset Di to have originated
from an utility maximizer.
Theorem 3.1 (Afriat’s Theorem): Given a dataset Di =
{(pd , xid ) : d ∈ {1, 2, . . . , T }}, the following statements are
equivalent:

1) The agent is a utility maximizer and there exists a nonsatiated and concave utility function that satisfies (1).
2) For scalars u id and λid > 0, the set of inequalities
u iτ − u id − λid p′d (xiτ − xid ) ≤ 0

(5)

has a feasible solution for d, τ ∈ {1, . . . , T }.
3) A non-satiated and concave utility function that satisfies
(1) is given by:
u i (x) =

min

d∈{1,2,...,T }

{u id + λid p′d (x − xid )}.

(6)

4) The dataset Di satisfies the “generalized axiom of
revealed preference” (GARP), namely, for any k ≤ T ,
p′d xid ≥ p′d xid+1

for all d ≤ k − 1 (⇒ p′k xik ≤ p′k xi1 .

As pointed out in Varian’s influential paper [10], a remarkable feature of Afriat’s theorem is that, if the dataset can be
rationalized by a non-trivial utility function, then it can be
rationalized by a continuous, concave, and monotonic utility
function. “Put another way, violations of continuity, concavity,
or monotonicity cannot be detected with only a finite number
of demand observations".
Verifying GARP (statement 4 of Theorem 3.1) on a dataset
Di comprising T points can be done using Warshall’s algorithm
with O(T 3 ) [10], [40] computations. Alternatively, determining if Afriat’s inequalities (5) are feasible can be done via
a LP feasibility test, e.g., using interior point methods [41]).
Note that the utility function in (6) is not unique and is ordinal
by construction. Ordinal means that any monotone increasing
transformation of the utility function will also satisfy Afriat’s
theorem. Therefore, the utility function mimics the ordinal
behavior of humans. Geometrically, the estimated utility (6)
is the lower envelop of a finite number of hyperplanes that is
consistent with the dataset Di .
B. Statistical Test for Utility Maximization
In real world applications, a dataset Di may fail the utility maximization test (6) as a result of the response xid being
corrupted by noise. Here, a statistical test is provided to detect
utility maximizing behavior using a noisy dataset.
Consider the noisy dataset from M users served by the same
edge server i:
*
"
!)
(7)
Diobs = pd , yid : d ∈ {1, 2, . . . , T } ,

consisting of probe signals pd , and noisy observations of
responses yid = xid + wid , where xid is the response of users
on server i, and wid represents the additive noise. The goal
is to devise
a feasibility
test to determine
if the clean dataset
.
+,
Di = pd , xid : d ∈ {1, 2, . . . , T } satisfies the utility maximization test (6). Let H0 and H1 denote the null hypothesis that
the clean dataset D satisfies utility maximization, and the alternative hypothesis that D does not satisfy utility maximization,
respectively. In devising a statistical test for H0 vs H1 , there are
two possible sources of error:
Type-I error: Reject H0 when H0 is valid,
Type-II error: Accept H0 when H0 is invalid.

(8)
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Given a noisy dataset Diobs , the following statistical test can
be used to detect if users connected to server i select responses
that satisfy utility maximization (1):
/+∞

H0

f χi (ϕ)dϕ ≷ γ .

(9)

H1

&∗ {yi }

Here,
(i) γ is the “significance level” of the statistical test;
(ii) the “test statistic” &∗ {yi } is the solution of the following
constrained optimization problem for scalars u id , λid > 0:
min &
s.t. u iτ − u id − λid p′d (yiτ − yid ) − λid & ≤ 0,
λid > 0,

& ≥ 0 for d, τ ∈ {1, 2, . . . , T }.

(10)

yi

and
denotes the time series of noisy observation of
responses of all M users served by server i for the
observation period {1, 2, . . . , T }.
(iii) f χi is the probability density function of the random
variable
$ ,
-%
χ ≡ maxd,τ p′d wid − wiτ .

The following theorem characterizes the performance of the
statistical detection test (9).
Theorem 3.2: Consider the noisy dataset Diobs in (7) of probe
signal and responses, and recall H0 and H1 from (8). The probability that the statistical test (9) yields a Type-I error (rejects
H0 when it is true) is less then γ .
Proof: See [42] for the detailed proof.
#
Note that (10) is non-convex due to λid &; however, since
the objective function is given by the scalar &, for any fixed
value of &, (10) becomes a set of linear inequalities allowing
feasibility to be straightforwardly determined [42].
If the dataset Diobs satisfies (10), then it is desirable to estimate the associated utility function (6). From [43], it is possible
to estimate the lower bound on the additive noise allowing the
estimation of the parameters {u id , λid } in (6). This involves solving the following quadratically constrained quadratic program:
'T ' J
i
i
2
min
d=1
j=1 (yd ( j) − η d ( j))
s.t.

u iτ
λid

− u id
>0

− λid p′d [(yiτ
for

− yid ) − (ηid

− ηiτ )]

d, τ ∈ {1, 2, . . . , T }.

≤ 0,

(11)

In (11), ηid denotes the minimum deviation of the observed data
yid necessary for xid to have originated from users satisfying
utility maximization (i.e. ηid is minimum estimate of wid ). Note
that (11) will always have a feasible solution. Therefore, prior to
applying (11) to construct the utility function, the dataset Diobs
must pass the statistical test (9).
C. Non-Parametric Learning Algorithm for User Request
Probabilities
For a dataset that satisfies the feasibility test (5) or statistical
test (10), this subsection provides an algorithm to compute the
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request probability of videos based on behavior of user served
by a particular edge server. A non-parametric learning algorithm is provided which uses the estimated utility function to
predict future demand for different blocks of videos from which
the request probability for each block can be computed. These
blocks may, for example, represent videos from different video
categories such as music, entertainment, people and blogs, etc.
Using (6), the forecasted demand of a utility maximizing user
is computed by substituting (6) into (1). Given a dataset that
satisfies utility maximization (1), the parameters u id and λid for
each edge server i can be computed using (5) or (11). To compute the video demand of users connected to server i, denoted
by xio , for a given resource budget Boi and video quality po , the
following optimization problem can be used:
&
(
min {u id + λid p′d (x − xid )}
xio = xi (po , Boi ) ∈ arg max
x

s.t.

p′o x

d∈{1,...,T }

≤ Boi ,

x ≥ 0.

(12)

The optimization problem (12) is a linear program with a piecewise linear objective and can be solved in polynomial time complexity. The algorithm used to compute the request probabilities
µio based on user behavior is provided in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1. Learning Request Probabilities
J
Step 0: Select a set of videos to compute the probe po ∈ R+
i
for estimating the associated request probability µo ∈
RJ .
Step 1: For a dataset Di compute the parameters u id and λid
using (5). If the dataset is measured in noise Diobs , then
test for utility maximization using (10). If Diobs satisfies
utility maximization then compute the parameters u id , λid ,
and ηid using (11).
Step 2: Solve the following linear programming problem
given u id , λid , and ηid from Step 1 and po :

max z
s.t. z ≤ u id + λid p′d (xio − yid + ηd ), d i ∈ {1, . . . , T }
p′o xio ≤ 1,

xio ≥ 0

(13)

to obtain the forecasted demand xio for a user with
resource budget Boi = 1. Note that, if the noise is zero,
then ηid = 0 and yid = xid in (13).
Step 3: Compute the request probabilities µio using xio computed from Step 2 using (4).
A key question is when does the non-parametric learning algorithm (13) admit a sufficiently accurate estimate of
the request probability? Equivalently, what demand functions
xi (p, B i ) are probably approximately correct (PAC) learnable
using the algorithm (13)? Let C denote the set of possible
demand functions under consideration. Below, we formally
defines the set of efficiently PAC-learnable demand functions [44].
Definition 3.1: A set of demand functions C is efficiently
PAC-learnable if for any ϵ, δ > 0, h ∈ C, and probability distribution P on the probes and responses, there exists a polynomial
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time algorithm for a set of observations to find a demand
function h such that
E(p,x) (∥h(p, B) − x(p, B)∥2∞ ) < ϵ
with probability 1 − δ, where x(p, B) is the actual demand, and
E X denotes expectation with respect to X .
As shown in [45], the set of all demand functions induced
by monotone concave utility functions is too rich to be efficiently PAC-learnable. Further assumptions are necessary to
ensure PAC-learnability of the demand function x(p, B). It is
shown in [45], [46] that the class of income-Lipschitz demand
functions is efficiently PAC-learnable.
Definition 3.2: A demand function x(p, B) ∈ R J is incomeJ , there exist
Lipschitz if for every strictly positive vector p ∈ R+
J,
positive reals K > 0 and ϑ > 0 such that if (p, p′ ) ∈ P ⊂ R+
∥p − p′ ∥ < ϑ, then
∥x(p′ , B) − x(p′ , B ′ )∥ ≤ K .

(14)

The requirement of the demand function to have the incomeLipschitz property does not impose any parametric assumption on the utility function of the users served by server i.
The income-Lipschitz (3.2) property merely imposes a stability assumption on the demands which rules out dramatically
different requests for similar video qualities.
IV. L IMITED C APACITY C ACHING P ROBLEM IN YOU T UBE
C ONTENT D ISTRIBUTION N ETWORK
The remainder of this paper is devoted to the second cognitive functionality, namely, a distributed game-theoretic caching
algorithm that prescribes individual servers which videos to
cache and adapts its prescriptions as the preferences of users
in each region evolve over time. To this end, Sec. IV-A formulates the non-cooperative game-theoretic model for the limited
capacity caching problem in a YouTube CDN. Section IVB then elaborates on a prominent solution concept in noncooperative games, namely, correlated equilibrium.
A. Competitive Caching Game
We consider a content distribution network comprising of
I edge servers, indexed by i ∈ I = {1, 2, . . . , I }, which are
equipped with cognitive learning and processing power. Each
server i has a limited storage capacity of Ni Mb, and has
to repeatedly make decisions as which blocks of videos to
cache. These blocks may, for example, comprise of popular
videos of different categories such as music, entertainment,
people and blogs, etc., and are indexed by V = {1, 2, . . . , J }.
Let s j denote the size of the j-th block of videos. Then, taking
into account the storage capacity constraint, the set of feasible caching strategies available to server i can be expressed by
the set
"
!
'
(15)
Vif = W ∈ 2V − ∅; j∈W s j ≤ Ni ,
where 2V denotes the power set of set V. For simplicity of presentation, we index the elements of Vif , and work with the

indices set instead, denoted by Ai = {1, 2, . . . , Ai }. In what
follows, use a i ∈ Ai to denote a generic caching decision made
by server i.
Most caching strategies in the literature are designed assuming edge servers are willing to cooperate with each other to
optimize the overall CDN performance. These mechanisms
assume no cognitive capability for servers. They fail to capture
the local costs for replicating objects and the interest of servers
to optimize performance of local users, which may indeed result
in servers’ selfish behavior. This section focuses on modeling
and analysis of such selfish caching behavior of servers in a
YouTube CDN.
Let dii ′ denote the distance between any two servers i and i ′ ,
which can be summarized in a distance matrix D = [dii ′ ] with
dimension I × I . Such a distance matrix models an underlying
network topology, and satisfies the following properties:
1) Symmetry: dii ′ = di ′ i for any i, i ′ ∈ I;
2) Triangle inequality: dii ′ + di ′ i ′′ ≥ dii ′′ for all i, i ′ , i ′′ ∈ I.
Let the vector a = (a 1 , · · · , a I ) ∈ AI represent a generic
I Ai and
caching decision profile of all servers, where AI = ×i=1
× denotes the Cartesian product. One can then rearrange this
vector as a = (a i , a−i ), where a−i denotes the joint decision
profile of all servers excluding server i. The cost function that
each server aims to minimize is formulated as follows:
'
C i (a i , a−i , µio ) = kci j∈S(a i ) ci ( j)
'
i
(16)
+ kli ν i j ∈S(a
i ) µo ( j) · diℓi (a−i ) ,
/
j

where ci ( j) is the storage cost of the j-th block of videos,
and S(a i ) represents the set of video blocks to which the chosen action a i refers. Further, ν i is the aggregate rate at which
server i receives video requests, and µio = [µio (1), . . . , µio (J )]
is the request probability vector computed via Algorithm 1.
Each element µio ( j) in this vector reflects the popularity of
the j-th block of videos at the region supported by server i.
ℓij (a−i ) also returns the index of the server with the shortest
distance to server i that has cached video j. Clearly, such a distance is a function of the caching decisions of other servers,
namely, a−i . When no server chooses to cache the video, we
set diℓi (a−i ) = d S , where d S denotes the distance to the main
j
YouTube server.
In (16), the first term is the storage cost and the second term
is the latency cost associated with accessing remote replicas of
the requested videos. The parameters kci and kli are the relative
weights (importance) that server i places on the storage versus
latency costs. The storage cost can further be defined as
#
sj
+ βmi
µlo ( j)ν l
(17)
ci ( j) = βci i
µo ( j)
l∈I

where the first term is the first time caching cost, which depends
on the size of the videos and is inversely proportional to the
popularity of videos in block j at the location of server i, and
the second term is the maintenance costs associated with serving users at the location of server i as well as users redirected
by other servers. The constants βci and βmi further determine
the relative weights of the caching and maintenance costs in the
storage cost of server i. Note that the more popular the videos in
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the j-th block are among users of server i, the more motivated
will be server i to cache block j.
Remark 4.1: The second term in (16) could either represent the penalty for additional latency incurred when delivering
videos to users from remote caches, or the bandwidth required
for retrieving videos from them [47].
By minimizing the cost function (16), the servers aims to
establish a balance between the latency in delivering videos
from remote servers and the costs associated with caching
videos. If a video is cached in a server nearby the server that has
received the request, it may be better off accessing the remote
replica. On the other hand, if all replicas are located far away,
the server is better off caching the video itself. Therefore, the
caching decisions of servers are interdependent. This is the key
feature that characterizes our study as a non-cooperative game,
defined by
*
)
(18)
G = I, (Ai )i∈I , (C i )i∈I , µo .

Here, µo = [µ1o , . . . , µoI ] collects the request probability vectors of all servers, and is referred to as the request probability
profile, I is the set of players, Ai denotes the action set for each
player i, and the function C i determines the cost associated
with picking each action by player i.
B. Correlated Equilibrium

Here, we focus on correlated equilibrium [13] as the solution
to the non-cooperative game formulated in Sec. IV-A. The set
of correlated equilibria for each request probability profile µo
is defined as follows:
Definition 4.1 (Correlated Equilibrium) Let π denote a joint
distribution on the joint action space AI , i.e.,
'
π (a) ≥ 0, ∀a ∈ AI , and a∈AI π (a) = 1.

The set of correlated equilibria Q(µo ) for each µo is the convex polytope2 [see (19), shown at the bottom the page], where
π i (l, a−i ) denotes the probability that server i picks action l
and the rest of servers pick the caching profile a−i .
Several reasons motivate adopting the correlated equilibrium in large-scale cognitive CDNs. First, it is structurally and
computationally simpler than the well-known Nash equilibrium. Second, the coordination among servers in the correlated
equilibrium can lead to potentially lower individual costs of
servers than if servers take their actions independently, as
required by Nash equilibrium [13]. Finally, it is more realistic
as observing the common history of cached videos in cognitive
2 Note that (19) takes into account the fact that servers aim to minimize their
cost functions, which is in contrast to the usual treatment in non-cooperative
games where players aim to maximize their payoffs.

learning scenarios naturally correlates servers future caching
decisions [11].
An intuitive interpretation of correlated equilibrium is
“global coordination” in caching decisions of servers. Suppose
a mediator observes the caching game being repeatedly played
among servers in a CDN. The mediator, at each period, gives
private recommendations as which videos to cache to each
server. The recommendations are correlated as the mediator
draws them from a joint probability distribution on the set of all
feasible caching decisions of all servers; however, each server
is only given recommendations about its own caching decision.
Each server can then freely interpret the recommendations and
decide if to follow. A correlated equilibrium results if no server
wants to deviate from the provided recommendation. That is,
in correlated equilibrium, servers’ caching decisions are coordinated as if there exists a centralized coordinating device that
all servers trust to follow.

V. A DAPTIVE P REFERENCE -BASED V IDEO C ACHING
A LGORITHM
This section presents the adaptive popularity-based video
caching algorithm that combines a regret-matching learning
functionality [4], [5] with the non-parametric request probability learning procedure, summarized in Algorithm 1. This
algorithm enables servers to adapt their caching decisions to
their perception of the popularity of videos in their locale, and
learn from their past caching experiences as well as interacting and exchanging information with the rest of the network. It
will be shown that it facilitates coordination among the edge
servers across the CDN to strategically minimize their cost
functions, yet obtain a sophisticated and rational global behavior at the network level, namely, convergence to correlated
equilibrium.

A. Regret-Based Adaptive Learning for Video Caching
Time is discrete n = 1, 2, . . .. Each server i periodically
makes caching decisions ani ∈ Ai to strategically minimize
local cost function (16) according to a strategy ψ in that relies
on the server’s belief matrix Rni = [rni (l, l ′ )] with dimension
Ai × Ai . Recall from Sec. IV-A that Ai represents the cardinality of the set Vif , which denotes the set of feasible caching
strategies available to server i. Each element rni (l, l ′ ) records
the discounted time-averaged regrets—increase in the accrued
costs—had the server selected caching decision l ′ every time
it chose l in the past, and is updated via the recursive expression [see (20) at the bottom of the page]. In (20), 0 < ε ≪ 1
is a small parameter that represents the adaptation rate of the

,
-$ ,
,
-%
+
.
'
Q(µo ) = π : a−i π i l, a−i C i l, a−i , µio − C i l ′ , a−i , µio ≤ 0, ∀l, l ′ ∈ Ai , i ∈ I
i
rn+1
(l, l ′ ) = rni (l, l ′ ) + ε
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*
)
*1 )
00 )
*
1
C i l, a−i , µio − C i l ′ , a−i , µio · I ani = l − rni (l, l ′ )

(19)
(20)
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strategy update procedure, and is required as the user preferences slowly evolve over time [12]. Further, I (X ) denotes
the indicator operator: I (X ) = 1 if statement X is true, and 0
otherwise.
Let 1 M denote a vector of ones of size M, and define |x|+ =
max{0, x}. The adaptive popularity-based caching algorithm
is summarized below in Algorithm 2. The two timescales in
Algorithm 2 can be explained as follows: Since the user preferences change on a slow timescale spanning several months
[7], [8], each server i collects responses of users over a month
and runs Algorithm 1 to obtain the request probability vector
µio on a monthly basis. In contrast, the caching prescriptions ani
made by Algorithm 2 can be updated more frequently (even on
an hourly basis) since no physical restriction limits the caching
process in servers. The subscript n in Algorithm 2 represents the
fast timescale, wherein µio,n is a slow jump changing process.
That is, it remains constant until T data points of user responses
and probe signal are collected, at which point it jumps into its
new value computed via Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 2. Adaptive Popularity-Based Caching Algorithm
i |, where C i
i
Initialization: Set ξ i > Ai |Cmax
− Cmin
max and
denote the upper and lower bounds on the server i’s
cost function, respectively. Set the step-size 0 < ε ≪ 1, and T .
Initialize

i
Cmin

ψ i0 = (1/Ai ) · 1 Ai ,

R0i = 0.

Step 1: Choose Action Based on Past Regret.
)
*
ani ∼ ψ in = ψni (1), . . . , ψni (Ai ) ,

where

ψni (l)

2

, i
i
an−1 , l |+ , l ̸= an−1
,
=
'
i
i
′
1 − l ′ ̸=l ψn (l ), l = an−1 .
1 i
|r
ξi n

(21)

Step 2: Update Regret.

1
0
i
i
i
= Rni + ε F i (ani , a−i
Rn+1
n , µo,n ) − Rn ,

(22)

where F i = [ flli ′ ] is an Ai × Ai matrix with elements: [see (23)
at the bottom of the page].
Step 3: Compute Request Probabilities.
If |Diobs | = T , compute µio,n via Algorithm 1, and set Diobs =
∅. Otherwise, set µio,n+1 = µio,n , collect new probe signal pn
and user responses yin , and update Diobs :
*
)
Diobs ← Diobs ∪ pn , yin .
(24)
Recursion. Set n ← n + 1, and go Step 1.

B. Discussion and Intuition
Distinct properties of the adaptive popularity-based caching
algorithm summarized in Algorithm 2 are as follows:

a) Adaptive behavior: In (22), ε introduces an exponential
forgetting of the past caching experiences, and facilitates adaptivity to the evolution of the local user preferences over time.
As servers successively make caching decisions, the effect of
the old user preferences on their current decisions vanishes.
b) Caching decision strategy: Intuitively, the strategy (21)
governs the caching decisions by propensities to depart from
the current caching decision. It is natural to postulate that,
if a server decides to switch its caching decision, it should
be to those that are perceived as being better. The extent to
i
which a caching decision l outperforms the last decision an−1
i
i
is quantified with its regret rn (an−1 , l). Positive regrets imply
i
to l. Therefore,
the opportunity to gain by switching from an−1
the caching strategy (21) assigns positive probabilities to all
i
, l)|+ > 0. In fact, the probabiliactions l for which |rni (an−1
ties of switching to different actions are proportional to their
regrets relative to the current action, hence the name “regretmatching” [4]. This procedure is viewed as particularly simple
and intuitive as no sophisticated updating, prediction, or fully
rational behavior is required by servers. Finally, equations (22)–
(23) express the regret update recursion (20) in a closed matrix
format.
The choice of ξ i also guarantees that there is always a positive probability of picking the same action as the last period.
Therefore, ξ i can be viewed as an “inertia” parameter, which
plays a significant role in breaking away from the so-called
“bad cycles”. This inertia is, in fact, the important factor that
makes convergence to the correlated equilibria set possible
under (almost) no structural assumptions on the underlying
game model [4].
c) Computational and communication requirements: The
computational complexity (in terms of calculations per iteration) of the “regret-matching” procedure in Steps 1–2 of
Algorithm 2 is negligible. It does not grow with the number of
servers, hence, is scalable. At each iteration, each server needs
to execute two multiplications, two additions, one comparison
and two table lookups (assuming random numbers are stored
in a table) to calculate the next decision. Servers exchange
their caching decisions after they are made at the end of each
iteration. Other variants of Algorithm 2 can be devised that
require no communication or communication only with immediate neighbors. These variants, however, require more time to
establish coordination among servers’ caching strategies.
.
+
d) Markov chain construction: The sequence ani , Rni is a
Markov chain with state space Ai and transition probability
matrix
)
*
) *
i
Pr ani = l|an−1
= l ′ = Pl ′ l Rni .
The above transition matrix is continuous, irreducible and aperiodic for each Rni . It is further (conditionally) independent
of other servers’ caching decision profile, which may be correlated. The sample path {ani } is fed back into the stochastic

*
)
*1
0 )
i
i
−i
i
i
′ −i
i
· I (ani = l).
flli ′ (ani , a−i
n , µo,n ) = C l, an , µo,n − C l , an , µo,n

(23)
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approximation algorithm that updates Rni , which in turn affects
its transition matrix. This interpretation is useful in deriving the
limit dynamics associated with Algorithm 2 in Appendix.

Here, we present the main theorem that characterizes both the
local and global behavior emerging from each server individually following Algorithm 2. The regret matrices Rni , i ∈ I, will
be used as indicatives of servers’ local experiences at each time
n. The global behavior zn of the CDN at each time n is defined
as the empirical frequency of joint caching decision profile of
all servers aτ , for τ ≤ n. Formally,
'
(25)
zn = (1 − ε)n−1 ea1 + ε 2≤τ ≤n (1 − ε)k−τ eaτ ,

where eaτ is a unit vector on the space of all feasible caching
decision profiles AI with the element corresponding to aτ being
equal to one. The small parameter 0 < ε ≪ 1 is the same as the
adaptation rate in (22), and introduces an exponential forgetting
of the past decision profiles to enable adaptivity to the changes
in popularity of videos. It is more convenient to define zn via
the stochastic approximation recursion
%
$
(26)
zn = zn−1 + ε ean − zn−1 .

Remark 5.1: The global behavior zn is a network “diagnostic” and is only used for the analysis of the emerging collective
caching patterns of servers. However, a network controller can
monitor zn and use it to adjust servers’ cost functions to achieve
the desired global behavior, e.g., in a cache cluster [47].
We use stochastic averaging [48] in order to characterize
the asymptotic behavior of Algorithm 2. The basic idea is
that, via a ‘local’ analysis, the noise effects in the stochastic
algorithm is averaged out so that the asymptotic behavior is
determined by that of a ‘mean’ dynamical system [48], [49].
To this end, in lieu of working with the discrete-time iterates
directly, one works with continuous-time interpolations of the
iterates. Accordingly, define the piecewise constant interpolated
processes
for t ∈ [nε, (n + 1)ε).

(ii) If every server follows Algorithm 2, the global behavior
zε (· + tε ) converges in probability to the correlated equilibria
set C(µo ) in the sense that
3
3
$
%
dist zε (· + tε ), C(µo ) = inf 3zε (· + tε ) − z3 → 0, (29)
z∈C(µo )

C. Asymptotic Local and Global Caching Behavior

R i,ε (t) = Rni , zε (t) = zn
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(27)

With slight abuse of notation, denote by Rni the regret matrix
rearranged as vectors of length (Ai )2 , rather than an Ai × Ai
matrix, and let R i,ε (·) represent the associated interpolated vector processes. The following theorem characterizes the local
and global behavior emerging from following Algorithm 2.
Theorem 5.1: Let tε be any sequence of real numbers satisfying tε → ∞ as ε → 0. Then, as ε → 0, the following results
hold:
(i) If server i follows Algorithm 2, the asymptotic regret
R i,ε (· + tε ) converges in probability to the negative orthant.
That is, for any ρ > 0,
1
*
)
0
(28)
lim P dist R i,ε (· + tε ), R− > ρ = 0
ε→0

where dist[·, ·] denotes the usual distance function, and R− represent the negative orthant in the Euclidean space of appropriate
dimension.

where ∥ · ∥ denotes the Euclidean norm.
Proof: See Appendix for a sketch of the proof.
#
The first result in the above theorem simply asserts that, if a
server individually follows Algorithm 2, it will asymptotically
experience zero regret in its caching decisions. Here, R i,ε (· +
tε ) looks at the asymptotic behavior of Rni . From the technical
point of view, the requirement tε → ∞ as ε → ∞ means that
we look at Rni for a small ε but large n with εn → ∞. For a
small ε, Rni eventually spends nearly all of its time (with an
arbitrarily high probability) in an ρ-neighborhood of the negative orthant, where ρ → 0 as ε → 0. Note that, when ε is small,
Rni may escape from such an ρ-neighborhood. However, if such
an escape ever occurs, it will be a rare event. The order of the
escape time is often of the form exp(c/ε) for some c > 0; see
[48, Section 7.2] for details. The second result in Theorem 5.1
states that, if now all edge servers in the CDN start following
Algorithm 2 independently, their collective behavior for a small
step-size ε is in an ρ-neighborhood of the correlated equilibria
set. That is, servers can coordinate their caching strategies in a
distributed fashion so that the distribution of their joint caching
behavior is close to that determined by a correlated equilibrium.
From the game-theoretic point of view, it shows that simple and
self-oriented local behavior of servers can still lead to the manifestation of globally sophisticated and rational behavior at the
network level.
VI. N UMERICAL S TUDY
This section provides numerical examples to illustrate the
performance of the proposed algorithms. Section VI-A verifies that YouTube users are utility maximizers and shows how
the preferences of users can be estimated using data from over
one million YouTube videos. Section VI-B then compares the
performance of the proposed adaptive caching scheme with
existing heuristics in the literature, and illustrates its adaptation to changes in preferences of users. All computations in
Sec. VI-A are preformed using the commercially available software package (M ATLAB 8.4, The MathWorks Inc., Natick, MA,
2014).
A. Real-World Dataset From YouTube
We utilize the YOUStatAnalyzer [50] dataset3 to detect
for utility maximization and to estimate the preferences of
users. The YOUStatAnalyzer dataset was constructed over the
period of July 2012 to September 2013 and contains metalevel data for over 1 million videos. Given that “Music” and
“Entertainment” are mostly viewed on YouTube [51], these
categories are selected for analysis. To apply Afriat’s utility maximization test (5), we construct the probe pd and
3 http://www.congas-project.eu/youstatanalyzer-database
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response signals xd as follows. The probe is defined by pd ( j) =
[disr eputabilit y], where disr eputabilit y = 1/#subscribers
and j = 1 refers to videos in the “Music” category, and j = 2
to videos in the “Entertainment” category. Intuitively, the probe
gives a measure of the quality of videos that the user is likely
to upload4 . The associated response taken by users is given
by xd ( j) = [viewcount]. The response constraint is expected
p′d xd as the total view time of the users is
to satisfy Bd ='
constrained by
j x d ( j) during each epoch d. Note that the
response constraint Bd depends on the homophily of users,
diffusion of information in the YouTube social network, and
external parameters (e.g., news sources, twitter, reddit). Recall
from Sec. II and Sec. III that Bd does not need to be known
for computing the utility function of users or the request probabilities of videos. The parameter d denotes the epoch over
which the mean disreputability and views for each category
is computed. Given that the YOUStatAnalyzer dataset spans
from July 2012 to September 2013 period, we compute the
mean disreputability and views for a total of 30 bi-weekly
epochs. Therefore, the constructed dataset for analysis is given
by D = {(pd , xd ) : d ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 30}}.
Does there exist a utility function that users are maximizing and rationalizes the observed responses in D? The dataset
D passes the utility maximization test (5). This establishes
that users on the YouTube social network are utility maximizers, and that their preferences do not change over a period of
approximately 15 months. To gain insight into the users’ preferences, the associated utility function is provided in Fig. 2.
Using the constructed utility function, which category (“Music”
or “Entertainment”) do users prefer to view? The marginal rate
of substitution5 (MRS) can be used to determine the preferred
category. Formally, the MRS of x(1) for x(2) is given by
MRS12 =

∂u/∂ x(1)
.
∂u/∂ x(2)

From the constructed utility function shown in Fig. 2, we
find that MRS12 < 1 suggesting that the users prefer the
“Entertainment” category over “Music.” Put differently, the
users are not willing to give up a view in the “Entertainment”
category for one additional view in the “Music” category.
Given the constructed utility function shown in Fig. 2,
how do the preferences affect the request probabilities in (4)?
Consider a collection of new “Music” and “Entertainment”
videos with an associated probe po = [1.9 × 10−3 , 0.45 ×
10−3 ], which shows that videos in the “Music” category are
produced by users with an average of 526 subscribers while
in the “Entertainment” category have an average of 2222 subscribers. Using (13) and the constructed utility function, the
computed request probability (4) is given by µo = [0.18, 0.82].
As expected from the number of subscribers, the videos in the
“Entertainment” category should be cached by the edge servers.
A naive scheme would be to conclude that the videos associated
4 The only reliable method to assess the video quality perceived by a human
observer is to ask human subjects for their opinion. Supervised machine learning techniques can then be applied to predict the perceived video quality for a
YouTube video [52], [53].
5 The amount of views that a user is willing to give up in exchange for another
view while maintaining the same level of utility.

Fig. 2. Estimated utility function u(·) computed using (5) with the dataset D
defined in Sec. VI-A. xd (1) and xd (2) denote the average number of views
for the “Music” and “Entertainment” categories, respectively, with each unit
denoting a thousand views. The black dots indicate the estimated utility at the
experimentally measured views xd in D.

with users with the lowest disreputability should be cached.
This method, however, does not account for user preferences.
Consider another probe po = [2.4 × 10−3 , 3.8 × 10−3 ] corresponding to 415 and 265 average subscribers in the “Music”
and “Entertainment” category, respectively. If preferences are
neglected, then the naive method would cache the videos in the
“Music” category. Using (13) and utility function, the estimated
request probability for this probe is µo = [0.41, 0.59]—even
though there are more subscribers in the “Music” category,
the request probability is 18% higher for the videos in the
“Entertainment” category.
Can the Cobb-Douglas utility function (2) be utilized to
compute the request probability of users? Using the dataset
D, the Cobb-Douglas preferences of users, α(1) and α(2) in
(2), are estimated by minimizing the squared error of (3) with
the observed responses xd in D. The results are provided in
Fig. 3. As expected, the preference for the “Music” category
is less than the “Entertainment” category with α(1) = 0.38
and α(2) = 0.62. From the results in Fig. 3 and the computed
root mean squared error, the Cobb-Douglas utility provides
a reasonable approximation of the preferences of users. The
question is then: How accurate are the predicted request probabilities µo from the Cobb-Douglas utility compared with the
Algorithm 1? For po = [1.9 × 10−3 , 0.45 × 10−3 ], the associated request probability from the Cobb-Douglas utility is µo =
[0.12, 0.88]. Additionally, for po = [2.4 × 10−3 , 3.8 × 10−3 ],
the associated request probability is µo = [0.5, 0.5]. Generally,
the request probabilities computed using the Cobb-Douglas
utility has an error of approximately 10% compared to the
request probabilities computed using Algorithm 1.
The analysis in this section suggests that users in the
YouTube social network are utility maximizers. As we have
shown, accounting for user preferences is critical for computing the request probability of videos. Note that about 32% of all
YouTube videos tend to become popular by users in locally confined areas, and different YouTube categories exhibit different
local popularity characteristics [54]. Therefore, for improved
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Fig. 3. The observed dataset D defined in Sec. VI-A and the numerically computed Cobb-Douglas demand function (3). The dots indicate the observed data,
and the lines (solid for x(1) and dotted for x(2)) the Cobb-Douglas demand
functions. The units of xd are the average number of video views in each
category j = 1 for “Music” and j = 2 for “Entertainment”, pd /Bd is the normalized disreputability. The root mean squared error for x(1) is 815, and for
x(2) is 516.

accuracy in application, the request probabilities should be
computed locally at each edge server in the CDN using the
methods outlined in Secs. II–III.
Remark 6.1: How can Algorithm 1 be applied to compute
the request probabilities of content such as webpages, images,
and audio? A key challenge for employing Algorithm 1 is
how to compute the external influence pd and the associated response xd . The response is straightforwardly defined as
the number of requests for the content, however, specialized
machine learning approaches are required to compute the external influence. Consider the quality of webpages as the external
influence, then methods such as graph neural networks, Naive
Bayes classification, and Random Forest learning methods can
be utilized to estimate the quality of webages; see [55]–[57]
for details. As the quality increases, the associated number of
requests are expected to increase. With an ensemble dataset
D of external influences and responses, the associated request
probability for webpages can be computed using Algorithm 1.

B. Adaptive Video Caching
Here, we consider a CDN comprising of 10 edge servers
equally distanced on a ring topology centered at the main server.
The radius of the ring is chosen so that the main server is
located at twice the distance between each edge server and the
neighboring servers. To demonstrate adaptivity of Algorithm 2
and due to lack of enough real data, here it is assumed that
the popularity of the categories of videos is governed by a
Zipf-Mandelbrot distribution with shape parameter α and shift
parameter q [27]. That is, the relative popularity of the j-th
most popular category is given by:
µio ( j) =
where

1
1
,
H (α, q, J ) (q + j)α
H (α, q, J ) =

J
#
j=1

j ∈ V, i ∈ I

1
.
(q + j)α

(30)
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We set the shift parameter fixed at q = 1 throughout. It is
assumed that there exist a collection of J = 15 categories
of videos, and popular videos in each category are collected in batches of the same size s j = 20 GB, j = 1, . . . , J .
Algorithm 2 is then used to decide which categories to cache in
each server. We set ν i = 0.1 sec−1 , kci = 0.3, kli = 7, and the
storage cost of all categories are normalized to ci ( j) = 1 since
all categories consist of video blocks of the same size. Finally,
we assume that each server has capacity Ni = 1 TB.
We use the following heuristics as benchmarks to compare
the performance of Algorithm 2 in a static setting, where the
request probability of videos are fixed:
e) Popularity-Based: Each server i sorts the videos in
decreasing order of request probability µio ( j), and stores as
many videos in this order as its storage capacity Ni allows.
f) Myopic Greedy (Local) [47]: Each server i computes
µio ( j) · diℓi (a−i ) for each video j given an initial caching decij

0

sion of other servers a−i
0 , and sorts them in decreasing order.
Servers then cache as many videos as their storage capacity Ni
allows according to this local ordering scheme.
g) Myopic Greedy (Global) [58]: The CDN controller first
computes
i i
c̃i j (a−i
0 ) = ν µo ( j) · diℓi (a−i )
j

0

for all server-video pairs (i, j) given an initial caching decision of other servers a−i
0 . Once sorted in decreasing order, it
picks the server-object pair (i, j) at the top of the list, informs
server i to cache video j, and updates the caching decision
−i
profile a−i
n+1 . Subsequently, the latency costs c̃i j (an+1 ) are recomputed under the new placement a−i
n+1 , and this procedure
continues until the storage capacity of all servers are filled.
We conduct a semi-analytical study to evaluate performance
of Algorithm 2. Recall from Theorem 5.1 that zn converges
to the set C(µo,n ) rather than a particular point in that set.
In fact, even if the user preferences are fixed µo,n = µo , zn
can generally move around in the polytope C(µo ). Since the
game-theoretic adaptive caching mechanism is run on the faster
timescale, its behavior in the slower timescale (learning user
preferences) can be modeled by arbitrarily picking zn from the
polytope C(µo,n ). In our simulations, we use M ATLAB’s cprnd
function, which draws samples π cn from the uniform distribution over the interior of the polytope C(µo,n ) defined by a
system of linear inequalities6 . Using a uniform distribution for
sampling from C(µo,n ) is no loss of generality since it assumes
no prior on the interior points of C(µo,n ), and matches the
essence of convergence to a set. Once the sample π cn is taken,
it is marginalized on each server to obtain individual server’s
activation strategy. This reduces the complexity of our numerical study to a one-level (rather than a two-level) stochastic
simulation.
Figure 4 shows the average individual server’s local costs
(16) versus the local storage size of servers. As before, servers
are assumed to have identical storage sizes. Further, it is
assumed that all servers have identical shape parameters α = 1
6 Theoretically, finding a correlated equilibrium in a game is equivalent to
solving a linear feasibility problem of the form Aπ < 0; see (19) for details.
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Fig. 5. Adaptive caching behavior of servers. The request probability of videos
change at n = 103 . The server adapts its caching behavior by learning from
interaction with other servers.

Fig. 4. Average local costs, defined by (16), versus the storage size of servers.

in (30). Each point on the graph is an average over 100 independent runs of the algorithms. As the storage size of servers
increases, the average cost of individual server decreases since
the latency in retrieving videos from the main server decreases.
As can be seen, the average caching behavior of individual
servers determined by the correlated equilibria set of the game
(18) incurs the least local cost to severs as compared with the
heuristic methods existing in the literature. Recall that the local
cost function of servers incorporates the local content placement cost and the latency cost associated with accessing remote
replicas of the requested videos. Therefore, Fig. 4 confirms that
the coordination among servers’ caching strategies achieved in
the correlated equilibrium results in faster delivery of videos
and, hence, improved user experience. The following observations have been made while performing simulation in Fig. 4:
On the lower end of the cache size axis, some video categories
are cached in two servers across the diameter in the ring topology while others are cached in only one server. In contrast,
on the upper end, some video categories are cached in every
other server while others are cached in every server on the ring
topology.
Figure 5 illustrates the average regret that a server experiences along the way to reach a correlated equilibrium, and
further demonstrates adaptivity of the caching strategy implemented by Algorithm 2. At n = 103 , the shape parameter α in
(30) jumps from 1 to 3, and so does the request probabilities of
videos. Therefore, the previous joint caching strategy of servers
no longer belongs to the set of correlated equilibrium. As seen
in Fig. 5, each server individually adjust its caching strategy so
as to minimize its experienced regret once it realizes a change
in popularity of videos. At the change time, the cached videos
are no longer popular; hence, the experienced regret peaks at
n = 103 . As time passes by, servers detect such change and
adapt to it through interaction with other servers; therefore,
the experienced regret diminishes. Lower regret translates to
more coordinated caching behavior of servers and, hence, more
efficient use of cache resources. Recall that the speed of convergence of Algorithm 2 depends largely on parameters ξ and ε.
Increasing one or both of these parameters will generally slow
down the learning process; therefore, more time is required to

achieve a ρ-distance of the zero axis in Fig. 5 or correlated equilibria set in the strategy space. Recall further that Algorithm 2 is
run on the faster timescale; therefore, thousand iterations may
only take up to several minutes after which the caching decisions will be fixed until the user preferences change, which is
typically on the order of several days or months.

VII. S UMMARY AND F UTURE W ORK
This paper presented a non-cooperative game-theoretic
approach to the problem of distributed caching in a YouTube
content distribution network, and considered two intertwined
cognitive aspects: First, the user behavior that determines popularity of videos was studied using the theory of revealed
preferences from the microeconomics literature. Second, a
game-theoretic distributed caching algorithm was proposed that
provided prescriptions as which videos to cache to individual servers taking into account the popularity of videos in its
locale. It was shown that if all servers follow the proposed two
timescale algorithm, their collective behavior at the network
level tracks the correlated equilibria set of the underlying game
as the popularities of videos change over time. This result is
quite remarkable as it shows edge servers are capable to coordinate their caching strategies in a distributed fashion as if there
exists a centralized coordinating device that they all trust to follow. In the numerical examples, using data from over 1 million
YouTube videos, we illustrated how user behavior and quality
of videos can be utilized to compute the request probability of
videos—a critical component in the game-theoretic distributed
caching algorithm.
The current paper focused on caching videos in a CDN.
In practice, however, there are many CDNs that support various types of content such as webpages, images, and audio.
A direction for future research is to consider the application
of the proposed adaptive caching algorithm to such CDNs as
well as information-centric networking. This involves measuring the quality of content using supervised machine learning
approaches and observing the associated request statistics for
the content. Another direction for future research is to extend
the proposed formulation by considering transport energy and
routing energy to develop energy-efficient caching mechanisms that the increasingly strict environmental standards and
rapidly rising energy costs asks for in the context of green
information-centric networking.
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A PPENDIX
P ROOF OF T HEOREM 5.1
The proof is based on [12], [33], [59]. For brevity, we only
provide a sketch of the proof that comprises of three steps:
Step 1: We show that the limit system associated with the
interpolated process R i,ε (·) for each server i, as ε → 0, is the
differential inclusion7 :
)
*
d Ri
∈ H i R i , µio − R i
dt
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µo = [µ1o , . . . , µoI ] denotes the aggregate vector containing the
request probability of all servers across the network. Finally,
combining this result with the last result in Step 2 completes
the proof.
For details of each step of the proof, the interested reader is
referred to [60, Appendix B].
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